Potential and limitations of on-line comprehensive reversed phase liquid chromatography×supercritical fluid chromatography for the separation of neutral compounds: An approach to separate an aqueous extract of bio-oil.
On-line comprehensive Reversed Phase Liquid Chromatography×Supercritical Fluid Chromatography (RPLCxSFC) was investigated for the separation of complex samples of neutral compounds. The presented approach aimed at overcoming the constraints involved by such a coupling. The search for suitable conditions (stationary phases, injection solvent, injection volume, design of interface) are discussed with a view of ensuring a good transfer of the compounds between both dimensions, thereby allowing high effective peak capacity in the second dimension. Instrumental aspects that are of prime importance in on-line 2D separations, were also tackled (dwell volume, extra column volume and detection). After extensive preliminary studies, an on-line RPLCxSFC separation of a bio-oil aqueous extract was carried out and compared to an on-line RPLCxRPLC separation of the same sample in terms of orthogonality, peak capacity and sensitivity. Both separations were achieved in 100min. For this sample and in these optimized conditions, it is shown that RPLCxSFC (with Hypercarb and Acquity BEH-2EP as stationary phases in first and second dimension respectively) can generate a slightly higher peak capacity than RPLCxRPLC (with Hypercarb and Acquity CSH phenyl-hexyl as stationary phases in first and second dimension respectively) (620 vs 560). Such a result is essentially due to the high degree of orthogonality between RPLC and SFC which may balance for lesser peak efficiency obtained with SFC as second dimension. Finally, even though current limitations in SFC instrumentation (i.e. large extra-column volume, large dwell volume, no ultra-high pressure) can be critical at the moment for on-line 2D-separations, RPLCxSFC appears to be a promising alternative to RPLCxRPLC for the separation of complex samples of neutral compounds.